
Lancer Letter #372 Checking in on  Charters

It’s  been quite some time since I wrote about one of my favorite topics, Charter Schools.  
This week, let’s check in on what has been happening.  I won’t be sharing my opinions, but 
rather, just quoting from various studies and articles from the last six months.

This past September in Ohio, the cyber charter known as “The Electronic Classroom of 
Tomorrow” was found to have bilked the state out of $60 million dollars.  Seems that they really 
weren’t educating the 15,300 students they said they were educating in 2015-2016.  The number 
was 6,300.

A study of charter schools in New Jersey notes that charter schools don’t mirror the 
demographics of other public schools in their districts.  Like other studies on the national level, 
this study found that charter schools have greater segregation of students.

A 2016 report by researchers at Penn State showed that enrolling a student in a 
Pennsylvania Cyber School is equal to “roughly 90 fewer days learning in reading and nearly 
180 fewer days learning in math.”  There are only 180 days in a school year so that means that 
cyber students generally make no progress in math.  Based on students who have returned from 
cyber charter schools to us, we would concur.

Another Penn State research study found that better-educated families are less likely to 
choose PA Cyber Charters.  It found that at first, cyber charters drew students from all areas of 
the state but since the word about charters’ poor performance got out, enrollment is coming 
heavily from the state’s least-educated communities and worst-performing schools.

A 2017 report by the National Education Policy Center reaffirmed existing data showing 
that Pennsylvania cyber charters “performed significantly worse that the feeder schools in both 
reading and math.”

In 2015-2016, only three out of Pennsylvania’s 14 cyber charters had a school 
performance profile score above 60.  Below 70 is considered to be substandard.  Unlike schools 
in General McLane, none of the cyber schools scored above 70.  Eight of the cyber charters have 
a graduation rate below 70% while the statewide rate was 86%.

In early January, the Philadelphia-based Public Citizens for children and Youth noted an 
analysis that concluded that despite being seen by parents as having stronger schools than 
traditional public schools, the charter sector typically underperforms when compared with public 
schools.  Pennsylvania’s current charter law, the report said, does a disservice to the 132,800 
students in brick and mortar and cyber charter schools statewide.  Sixty-three percent of children 
in grades 3-8 met state standards in traditional public schools while only 42 percent of charter 
students met the state standards in reading.  Similarly, 45 percent of traditional public students 
hit the standard in math while only 21 percent of charter school students achieved standards.

The Pittsburgh Tribune did a series on charter schools this fall in recognition of what has 
been called “the worst charter school law in the country” being 20 years old in Pennsylvania.  
One of the things they reported was that in the last three years, 12 of the 14 cyber charter schools 
spent more than $21 million dollars of public money on  advertising.  The charter schools claim 
it is necessary to spend this money to let parents know that they “have a choice.”  Meanwhile, 
public school districts struggle and raise taxes every year.

In the same series by the Pittsburgh Tribune, they focused on teacher experience and 
tenure in charter versus traditional public schools.  After making the case that experience has a 
positive impact on education results, they noted the following statistics:
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Standford University publishes something called the CREDO report every two years.  
Since 2011, it has consistently found that charter schools ARE NOT outperforming traditional 
public schools as they are purported to do.

And what does all this “success” of charter schools cost General McLane taxpayers?  In 
2016-2017 you paid charter schools $412,469.00.  That’s nearly .5 mill of taxes.  

So, what is the response of lawmakers to this information?
At the federal level this fall, the US Department of Education under private/charter 

school advocate Betsy Devos made $250 million dollars available to expand chart schools across 
the nation.

At the state level, nothing has changed.   There has been talk for a number of years about 
“reforming charter schools” but nothing happens.  Ironically, charter schools were supposed to 
reform public education.  Go figure!

Charter Schools Traditional Public 
Schools

Percent of teachers in first year 22% 4%

Percent of teachers in first five years 72% 19%

Percent of teachers with 10 or more years 10% 64%


